Greetings to all of our beautiful SS family,

The upcoming days of Lady Astarte are coming. We are on the schedule right now [and Rituals there must be followed specifically for reasons of world affairs too, and because we need to do them].

Yet, the upcoming dates are very good for those who want to participate for Lady Astarte's Ritual as well. Doing these for two days is going to overflow everyone with abundant positivity.

The upcoming dates are a wonderful opportunity for older and newer members alike.

Father Satan's Ritual is quintessential for this time because of the world affairs. But anyone should also consider to do Astarte's Ritual. I will be doing this personally and so will many others.

For those who will do both, make sure to focus on both on the Spring Equinox. The dates here are 20th and 21st of March. These are perfect days to connect with both. Inner enlightenment will more easily be attained in these dates.

Those who will participate in both for these dates will have a far fuller reception of the positive energy of both Father Satan and our Great Goddess.

Below is the Link
https://666pages.com/Astarte_Power_Ritual.html
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